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Abstract: This memo contains the details of programming for the various 
modes of operation of each in-out unit. The necessary instruc'
tions and selection addresses are given, together with the timing 
and possible alarms involved~ This memo supersedes M-15l4, M-155l, 
M-1623, and M-1623 Supplement #1. 
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In-out operations o The group of computer operations termed J1in-out 
operations fl is composed of the operations involved with the transmission of 
words into and out of the computer: namely, si, bi, rd, bo, and rQ. The 
block-transfer operations bi and £g will not be available· until January, 
1953. 
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si instructions. The action of the !!' instruction is to select a parti
cular in-out unit alii prepare it· to start operating in a specified mode de-

. signated by: .,the octal address digits· R g I. R designates the class of equip
ment ,(: such as magnetic tape units) and g and!: together designate the Buber 
ot the unit and the mode of operation.;~ . An .!! nor_111' precedes one or aore 
ot the othei' in-out ins'tl"Uctions iDvolvlDg Ri" IS,li!e, &nd.E!t, except iii the 
case ot the C8.llera" which is operated D1 a siDlle .!!&lone, or in the case in 
which !! is used to stop tbe computer or an iD-out unit. An7 instructions 
other than tn-out tbetruct10DS m&7 intervene between !! aDd its associated 
la, .!:S, Rg, or !2t without affecting the in-out prbcess. )'ollowing an .!!. 
instrUction· which apecU1_ a nail 1Iode, the cqiputer ..,1; DC7t: exttc'Qte

H

• uOther 
.n uniil th. process initiated' by the earlier!! hae eDded~ Since this 18 
Dot insured by electronic .eams, . it IlUst be insured by prosn-1 ns at least,. 
one I9 instruction after ever,r!! wbich sele~t. a read .ode. . 

Assigned si addresses o All the Ii addresses which haYe been assigned 
fllDCtioDS are' listed 'UDder the'eq'Qipment to wbicb tber app11 • .l complete 
U.tQt.,.1pe4 .!! addre •• esin mtIIeJ'ical order; ie·11veD at.,.th.end ot t.his 
'8.t1OD~"UDa8a~ .!! addresses -1: Ilot be used'1!idiscr1llb&t.17~ At pre
.'Dt;~;the' use, of addl'eaee8;"cobta,tn1ng 1:'. in tb. 'b,1DaJ7!~:d1gitpcs*t"ioDs 5, 6, 
or 10 otan instruction will cause tbe co.puter to stop in a t.raDslereheak 
alar. 0 Certain other unassigned addre8ses are "ille,a18 : that i8, the, .., 
cause -an' in-out unit to operate in an unpredictable fashion. Other unas
eigned addresses are reserved tor possible use at a later date. 

Stop instructions. %be 11 operation i8 ~o used to. provide a -atop,· 
either to stop the comp~er or to stop &D7 in-out unit w1ach does no\a\op 
autOllatically (that ilS, a aagnetic tape 1.1Ilit or the photoelectric reader) • 
.!!...Q will atop the coal>uter. si 1 will atop •• coaput.er ODl,.1ttbe ·COIlCU.
tional Stopn switch 1s 01 •. sUny assigned address) will ~top An1'in-out 
unit which maT be running, without stopping the coaputer; however, it no in
out unit Deed be se~eotedbJ this si stop inetruction, the unique designation 
81 630 (octal} or s1 4PS'(decima1) should be used, both for program clari~7 
and for stiety ot operat108o 

P9$'il>le'iQAf.~es,:1n rc And rd operations. It 1s possible that at 8011e 
. future date the .ad resl sections of the l5! ~d .£S instructions u:r specify 
the address to .nich control should be transferred it the in-aut unit is not 
ready to carry o'lt the required recording or readins process. It is there
tore advisable to set the address section ot each ~ and IS instruction equal 
to the address ot the register containiDg the 1Jlstruct1ono lor eDilple., 
register x wpuld contain rc x or ~. 

Punched paper tape o Theconvent1onal form of al6-d1g1t word on punched 
paper tape is known a5 n 55611 torm (distinct fro. a previous tox-a te:raecS.s-. 
5-6")0 The binar1 digits (numbered 0 through 15) are ph1'sically distributed 
on the tape in the tollowing manner& 

hole noo (1) (2) t~) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

~. 
0 1 2 • .3 4 :x 

one word 5 6 7 • 8 9 I 

10 11 12 • 13 14 15 't 
reed boles 
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Positions- X-and Yare normally ililpunched to aid'a visually reading the 'tap8o 
Howeve~ tqey may contain the same information as -positions 5 and 10 respec~ 
tiTe1,. 0 The word-by-word reading modes of the in-out systeJl' are devised to -" 
correctlyassellble into a 16-dig:1t word a word ,punched in 556 formo Each 11ne 
ot tape whicb contains information au=st have the 7th hole-position punched 0 , 

If this were not done, the tape reader could not distinguish a line of signi-
. ficant5eros (which it wst read) fro. a line of blank tape (which it must , 
ignore) 0 The OIlissionot the 7th hole then allows the feature ot punched 
Yieaal:ldentltication nu.bers which will be ignored by the readero 

- -

Del_IB' aDd alarIIs associated with the read aode o While an in-out mu:1i 
'is operati,ng in the read .ode,' it the coaputer at teapts to per.t.ora an::r 1D-~ 
instruction (norilall,. an- IS) '" bet ore a-word' or character has" arri Ted in lOR, 
it wet wait until the- word or- character' arri'Yeso Ir-'thecoaputer has not 
cl_red lOR - (by an .!:S il1strictiOJlr before t.he aucc_ding word Irri Tes in lOR"
trOll all in-out unit, an in-out alara results o In connectiOD with p~ 
ror in-out uni ts, the only t7pe ot alara which occurs is an in-out a1&r11o ,. Jl1 
cases in which In=out alarms can occur are specifically noted in the discuI-
sion;' of each unit 0 • " 

J.UIILlARY _, IilGIETIC DIUTII <Iar YET AVAILABLE) 

Function ot the auxiliary drump The auxil1ar1 magnetic drum proTide. 
24,5'6 registers ot 8intermediate speed s.torage,n wbere each register can 
store a 16-digit binary worda Thecoaputer c~ transter a word to or read a 
word from any drull register, in a anner si.liar to the wq it does in alec-
tr08t~tic storage. . 

Register numbering o The registers on the drua bear consecutiTe addresses 
-rr()ll- 0 to 24,575Q The registers are in 12 grouDS along the drum, each group 
eOD.ieting ot 2048 registers o A drum addre,. isspec1.t1ed b7 a 16-d1g1t 
binary word t or which digit 0 ia i_teri.l, digiti 1-4 'pecifr-'the group nUII
ber, and digits 5-15 specify the storage address o Within any register group, 
the storage addresses are treated modulo 2048 0 For example, a block transter 
'starting at address 2047 will deal in turn with regi,ters 2047, 0, 1, 2, et~o' 
in the same register group. 

J.~cesst.llIle. To gain acee.. to a specific register on the dna tak •• , OD 

the aTerage, 8 ai1l1seconde, eq'tlal to the tille tor one-bal.t reYOlution ot the 
drum. An additional 12 milliseconds s~cond8 dela1 occurs it the register 11 .. 
ina group different than the-group last u8ed o 

Register s..election. The next drum address to be selected 1s deterained 
b, the !! ~structionand by any neceseary portions of the contents of AC at 
the tiae the .!! 1s exeeuted o The n instruction -1 call for a new group n,..,. 

. ber or a new initial storage address, or neither, or botho When a new group 
naber is needed2) it is taken fro. digits 1-4 of AC o When a,new init.ial stor
age address is needed~ it is taken trom digits 5-15 of AC o The group selected 
on the drum remains selected until an A! instruction specifically calls for a 
change of groupo The next storage address selected will be ~ne greater than 
the storage address most recent17 referred to unl •• s an !! instruction ap8ci
ficall,. calls for a new initial storage addresIJ o To prOTide for all the caa .. 
above, there are four possible W&,8 for an !! instruction to Spec1t7 a rec1a~r8 

1) Select no new group or initial address 
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2) Select new group only 
3) Select· new initial storage address only 
4) Select both new group and new initial storage address 

In addition, the si instruction selects reading?r recording o 

Recordin~~words on the auxiliary drHW~ Programming for recording 
on the auxiliary drum is as follows: 

si a Selects the auxiliary drum and the record mode~ If the si instruction 
calls for a new group number, it is selected in accordance with the 
contents of digits 1-4 of ACt;} If the si calls for a new initialstor
age address, it is selected in accordance with the contents of digits 
~ of AC o The computer cannot perform another in-out instruction 
until the group change, if any, requiring 12 milliseconds, is completed o 

!£== Records the contents of AC at the next address called for by the si 
instruction, or at the next consecutive address following the last 
address B.t which a word was recorded e The computer cannot perform an
other in-out operation until the in-out equipment completes the recor
dingprocess~ which takes an average of 8 milliseconds and a maximum 
of 16 milliseconds o An!£ instruction is required for each word to be 
recorded o As many I£ instructions as necessary may be used before the 
next si instructiono Any number of instructions other than in-out in
structions may precede each ~Q 

Recording by bl09~=transfer instructiono A ~ instruction may be sub
stituted for a series of ~ instructions~ The address of the bo must be the 
initial address of the block to be taken from ES, and + n, the number of words 
to be recorded, must be stored times 2-15 in AC G The block transfer will re
quire an average of 8 milliseconds anti a maximum of 16 milliseconds for the 
first word to be recorded, and 64 microseconds for each additional wordo 
If the block transfer involves both registers 2047 and 0, in that sequence, 
an additional 16 milliseconds is required to complete the transfer/[} Any 
sequence of !£ and bo instructions may follow a single si. 

Reading from the auxiliar~drumQ Programming for reading from the auxi
liary drum is asfollows~ 

si a Selects the auxiliary drum and the read mode o If the si instruction 
calls for a new group number, it is selected in accordance with the 
contents of digits 1-4 of AC~ If the si calls for a new initial stor
age address, it is selected in accordance with digits 5-15 of AC 0 

Reads into lOR the word from the chosen drum address o The time re
quired to obtain the word is an average of 8 milliseconds and a maximum 
of 16 milliseconds, plus an additional 12 milliseconds if a group change 
is necessary 0 One ~ and only one, rd or bi instruction must intervene 
between this and the next si instructiono 

rd-- Transfers the word in lOR to AC, then clears lOR 0 
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Reading bI block-transfer instruction. A bi instruction may be substi
tuted for an rd instructiono The address of thebi must be the initial a.d
dressof the block of registers in ES to which the-;ords will be transferred, 
and ± n, the number of words to be read, must be stored times 2-15 inAe. 
Each bi must be preceded by an si G The block transfer will require an 
average of 8 milliseconds and a maximum of 16 milliseconds for the first 
word to be read, and 64 microseconds for each additional word o If the 
block transfer involves both registers 2047 and 0, in that sequence, an 
additional 16 milliseconds is required to complete the trarmfera 

Zero=length block transfers on bi and bOa The use of a bi instruction 
calling for the. transfer of a block zero words in length will result in one 
word being read but not transferred 0 The reading of the Vlord actually is 
initiated by the preceding II instruction, hence one word is already read 
by the time the bi is ready to be performed o If the ~ calls for the 
transfer of no words, the word already read is simply discarded o Zero
length block transfers on bo will alwats be performed correctly, i$e o no 
recording will take p1ace o . 

si addresses for auxiliarI drum o When the auxiliary drum becomes avail-
able, the ~ addresses will be as follows: 

READ MODE; 

1) no addr"ess specified si 200 octal or si "8 decimal 

2) select new group si 201 QQt~l or si U9. decimal 

3) select new initial address §i 2Q2 octal or si l.:20 decimal 

4) select new group and address §.L293 QQtal or si l.:2l decimal 

RECORD MODE: 

1) no address specified si 7.0~ octal or si 1..52 d~Q1ma.l 
2) select new group si 702 octal or si ~22 decim~l' 

3) select initial address s1 2Q6 oQ!ial or si 424 decimal 

4) select new group and address si 707 octal or si ~22 decimal 

CAMERA 

Acti.9n of the camerao The selection of the camera by an .§.i instruction 
results in the following cycle of operation, termed an "index cyclelt~ 

1) Close shutter 
2) Advance film one frame 
3) Open shutter 

If shutter is initially closed, the first step is omitted o 
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programmin~the index cycle. The index cycle is effected by the single 
instruction si 00 (octal) or si 320 (decimal). 220 milliseconds will elapse 
after the s1 instruction before the computer performs the next in-out instruc
tion. 

Manual controls o Three push-buttons, labeled CLOSE, OPEN, and INDEX~ on 
the camera control panel provide for manual'control of the camera. Depressing 
the INDEX button advances the film one fram~;ifthe shutter is initially 
open, it is automatically closed during the period required to advance the 
filme A remote push-button unit is also available, which may be plugged into 
anyone of several jacks Q Depending upon whether the shutter is initially 
open or closed, one of the following sequences of operation will result~ 

If the shutter is initially closed, depressing the button opens the 
shutter'; releasing the button closes the shutter and advances the 
filmo 

If the shutter is initially open, depressing the button has no 
effect; releasing the button closes the shutter, advances the film, 
and reopens the shutter. 

Use of the "clock," or "time register," The "clock" is provided to 
indicate increments of time, counting in one-quarter second units from 0 to 
32767 (136 0 53) minutes) and then starting overo It is a l6-digit flip-flop 
register of which the sign is always positive, and it is located (arbitrarily) 
at address 31 (decimal) in Test Storage o The contents of the clock may be 
read out' by an instruction (~, ,£!, ~, ad, .[9, .£!!!, ~, ad, 1!.Q, .!!!!:, mh, dv, 
dm) in ES (but not in TS); information cannot be transferred to the clock 
by the computer. The clock is reset to zero by a pushbutton. 

DELAYED OUTPUT VIA MAGNETIC TAPE 

Delayed-output units. Where printed page or punched paper tape output 
is desired, computer time can be conserved by the use of the delayed-output 
unit. The 6~digit binary characters to control the printer or the punch are 
recorded on magnetic tape by the computer and the tape is later run through 
the delayed-output unito The tape for delayed output can be recorded at the 
rate of 100 characters per second. An SOO-foot reel of magnetic tape will 
store about 32,000 characters, which can be recorded in a minimum of 5&2 
minutes and can be printed or punched out in about 75 minutes. 

Tape unit connections o There are two magnetic tape units, designated 
lA and lB, associated with the delayed-output equipmente Either one of 
the units may be connected to the computer while the other is connected 
to the delayed-output equipment o The connections may be interchanged by 
a manual switcho 
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Programming for delayed o~~~~Q In order to record on magnetic tape a 
series of characters for later automatic printing or punching, the following 
conventions must be observed: 

LIGHT GUNS 

1) A full l6-digit word must be recorded on magnetic tape to store 
each 6=digit binary character; each charac'ter o'ccupies digit . 
positions 2 through 7 of the recorded word» the contents of the 
other digit positions being immaterial$ The necessary binary 
characters for the fldelayed printer" are identical to those 
used for the printer (see the Flexowriter Code). 

2) The temporal separation of the words on magnetic tape must be 
no less than 7 milliseconds. A l2-millisecond separation will 
automatically be achieved if the individual words are recorded 
as blocks each 1 word 10ng 0 If recording time is to be a mini
mum, the program must Ucountll a 7-millisecond delay between 
individual recorded words. 

3) It is advisable (but not necessary) to provide a Flexo-unit 
stop character as the last recorded character so that the auto
matic printing or punching equipment may operate unattended o 

Action of a light gun o Alight gun signal generated by the display of a. 
point "on a scope (see SCOPES) is transmitted immediately to lOR (which has 
been reset to zero by the display instruction) 0" The signal causes- ones' to 
appear in two digit positions of lOR: namely, in the sign digit position, 
:indicating that a signal has been received, and in the digit position to 
which the light gun is connected o Several light guns may send signals to 
lOR simultaneouslyo 

Programming for light gun inputs. To determine if a light gun signal 
has occurred, it is necessary to program an rd after the point has been dis
played and before another in-out instruction. The rd will bring the contents 
of lOR into AC, a ~ instruction will examine the sign digit t~ see if any 
signal has been received, and successive sf or cl instructions will determine 
which light guns generated the signal. 

Present light-Eun eguipment. At present, the one available light gun is 
permanently connect~d to the sign digit of lOR, and can be connected by a 
four .. position switch to anyone of digit po~itions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of IOR GI 

At some future date there will be more ligh~ guns, which mayor may not be 
tied to specific di~its of lORo 
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MAGNETIC TAPE 

Action of magnetic-tape units. The magnetic-tape units will record and 
read l6-digit binary words o An individual block is of arbitrary length, the 
start of the b~ock being identified by a block marker automatically recorded o 

In addition to provisions for recording and reading, a mode termed tire-record" 
searches for a block marker and then switches to the record mode. Previously 
recorded information is automatically erased from a tape which is running in 
the record mode o A tape unit nhich is instructed to stop will continue to 
coast for approximately 6 milliseconds, but will not affect the recorded data 
which passes under the heads during this coasting period. A tape unit running 
at full speed and instructed to reverse direction will continue moving in the 
original direction for approximately 6 milliseconds, but will immediately 
being erasing and counting the delay for a block space if recording, or 
counting a ,delay and then searching for a block marker if reading or re-record
ing. The tape unit is-a free-running unit: 'once started by an si instruction, 
it runs free until stopped by another si instruction. 

Automatic assembly and disassembly of words. A l6-digit word is in 
actuality recorded as eight pairs of digits on magnetic tape, the word being 
automatically disassembled by digit pairs in lOR. On reading, the word is auto
matically assembled (by successive shifts left) by digit pairs in IOR o The, word 
will be assembled properly only if the tape is running in the ~ direction as 
it was when recorded~ rr the tape is read in t he direction opposite to that in 
which it was recorded, the resulting words must be unscr,ambled by a special 
subroutine 0 

Recording o Programming for recording a block of words is as follows; 

si m Selects the tape unit and starts the unit in forward or reverse, 
depending on the address m. An inter block space 12 milliseconds 
long is generated on the tape, then a block marker is automatically 
recorded o The computer cannot perform another in-out instruction 
until this 12-millisecond period has elapsed. 

1:£= Records on t ape the l6-digi t word contained in AC. 2" 5 milliseconds 
must elapse before the computer can perform another in-out instruc
tion. An ££ is required for each word to be recorded. As many r£ 
instructions as necessary may be used before the next si instruction. 
Any number of instructions other than in-out instructions may precede 
each 1:,£0 

si m Identical to the ~ above, for the purpose of erasing any previously 
recorded data atthe end of the block e If the tape has been previous
ly erased so that there is no possibility of old data occurring at the 
end of a newly-recorded block, this instruction and the succeeding 
si n may be omitted. 

si n Selects the seme unit for recording, but in the opposite direction. 
The tape will coast in the original direction for approximately 6 
milliseconds; it will then reverse, erase the block marker recorded 
by the p~eceding si m and move the newly-erased space under the heads o 

After 12 milliseconds a block marker will be recorded~ This si in
struction must follow within 16 milliseconds of the previous si. 
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si-- Stops the tape unito Any ~ instruction which has been assigned a 
function will stop the tape unit, but if the program does not require 
a specific ..§i instruction, use tl1e unique designation si 630 (octaU 
orsi 408 (decimal) 0 The maximtuJ1 safe interval between this §i and 
the preceding ~, if any, is 12 milliseconds. 

Recording by block-transfer instruction. The system is not designed to 
permit recording on magnetic tape by the block-transfer instructiono 

Re-recording o Re-recording is similar to recording except that the unit 
runs for approximately 5 milliseconds and then begins the recording process 
after passing the next block marker instead of beginning to record immediately 
irrespective of the tape positione Only one block marker precedes the newly
recorded blocko 

ReadingQ Programming for reading of words is as follow$~ 

si m Selects the tape unit and starts the-unit in forward or reverse, 
depending upon the address of l!!e After'waiting for 5 milliseconds, 
the computer reads into lOR the first word after the next block 
marker 0 The amount of time required for this process will depend 
on the distance of the next block marker from the reading heads Q 
This si instruction nrust not be followed by another si without at 
least one-intervening rd or bi~instruction. 

rd-- Transfersthe contents of lOR to AC, then clear~IOR in preparation for 
receiving the next word from tapee As many successive rd instructions 
will be needed as there are words to be read from t ape<j) Assuming that 
the words were recorded at maximum density (one word every 205 milli
seconds) a pair of digits will be read to lOR at intervals of approx
imately 300 microseconds o The computer must execute an rd instruction 
often enough to extract a word from lOR and clear lOR before the first 
pair of digits of the next recorded word arrives from the tape unit; 
otherwise an in-out alarm will result. To stop reading before the end 
of a recorded block has been reached, give an instruction to stop the 
tape unit within 2 milliseconds after the last desired word has been 
read; otherwise an in-out alarm may resulto Any instructions other 
than in-out instructions may precede each rd ll 

si-- Stops the tape unite Any si instruction which has been assigned a 
function will stop the tape unit, but if the program does not require 
a specific si instruction, use the unique designation si 630 (octal) 
or si 408 (decimal)o 

Reading by block-transfer instruction. A bi instruction may be substi
tuted for a series of rd instructions. The address of the bi must be the 
initial address of the~lock of registers in ES to which the-words will be 
t!~nsferred, and ± n, the number of words to be read, must be stored times 
2 15 in AC at the time the computer executes the bie Any sequence of rd 
and bi instructions may follow a single s1. 
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Zero-length block transfer on bi. The use ofa bi instruction calling 
for the transfer of a block zero words in length will result in one word 
being read but not transferred o The reading of the word actually in ini
tiated by the preceding si instruction, hence one word is already read by 
the time the bi is ready to be performed. If the bi calls for the transfer 
of no words, the word already read is simply discarded. 

Skipping blocks o The re-record instruction can perform an auxiliary 
function: that of making possible the skipping of any number of blocks, in 
either forward or reverse o Each si instruction to re-record causes the~pe 
unit to search for the next block marker andm switch to the record mode as 
soon as the block marker is found. Since the record mode erases previously 
recorded data, however, another'si instruction must switch the unit out of the 
record mode in time to avoid erroneously erasing.. The maximum permissible 
interval between the si to re-record ana -ene si to svvi"tch out of the record' 
mode is dependent on the distribution of data on the tape, but in no case will 
it be less than 5 milliseconds o 

si addresses for magnetic tape units. The si addresses for the magnetic 
tape units are as follows: 

UNITS 2 AND 3 NOT, YEI' AVAILABLE 

Unit- a lA, IJ:?* 2 3 
Re .... record, forward 100 octal 110 octal 120 octal 130 octal 

64 decimal 72 decimal 80 decimal 88 decimal 

Re-record, reverse 101 octal III octal 121 octal 131 octal 
65 decimal 73 decimal 81 decimal 89 decimal 

Read, forward 102 octal 112 octal 122 octal 1,32 octal 
66 decimal 74 decimal 82 decimal 90 decimal 

Read, reverse 10,3 octal 113 octal 123 octal 1,3,3 octal 
67 decimal 75 decimal 8,3 decimal 91 decimal 

Record, forward 106 octal 116 octal 126 octal 1,36 octal 
70 decimal 78 decimal 86 decimal 94 decimal 

Record, reverse 107 octal 117 octal 127 octal 1,37 octal 
71 decimal 79 decimal 87 decimal 95 decimal 

'* associated with delayed-output equipment 
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MECHANI CAL TAPE R"P..ADER 

Action of the mechanical tape reader. The mechanical tape reader 
"reads" the 6-digit binary combination punched in a line of paper tape 
and t~ansmits it to the right-hand six digit places of lOR. In the 
line-by-line mode, each reading operation reads one line of tape and forms 
a word of which the left-hand ten digits are zero and the right-hand 
six digits correspond to the binary combination punched in the tape. In 
the word-by-word mode, each reading operation reads three lines of tape, 
and assembles (by successive shifts left in lOR) a 16-di~it word from 
the digits punched in the tape in 556 formo The mechaaical tape reader 
does not need to be stopped by a.n II ins trucrtion. - - ". 

Programming for line-by=line mode. Programming for reading in the 
line-by-line mode is as follows: 

si r Selects the mechanical reader. 

rd-- Reads the next 6-digit character from paper tape into the 
right-hand six digit positions of AC via lOR, and clears lOR 
in preparation for receiving the nexti character. The contents 
of digits 0-9 of AC will be zero) and the contents of digits 
10 ... 15 of AC will corr~spond to the binary combination read 
from tape. In this mode with the mechanical reader, the com
puter requires 106 milliseconds to execute each rd instruction. 
As many successbre rd instructions are necessary as there are 
lines of tape to be read. Any number of instructions other 
than in-out instructions may precede each rd. 

Reading line-by-line by the block-transfer instruction. A bi 
instruction may take the place of a series of rd instructions. The 
address of the bi must be the initial address of the block of registers 
in ES to which the words will be transferred, and in, the number of 
lines to be read, must be stored times 2-15 in AC. The time required 
to execute the block transfer is the same as the total time required 
to perform the rd instructions it replaceso Any sequence of rd and 
bi instructions may follow a single ll. 

Programming for word-by-word mode. 
the word-by-word mode is as f'ollows: 

Selects the mechanical reader. 

Prog~amming for reading in 

Reads the next three lines of tape (which must be punched in 
556 form) and assembles them via IOR into a 16-digit word in 
AC, and clears lOR in preparation for receiving the next wo~d. 
In this mode with the mechanical reader, the computer requires 
318 milliseconds to execute each rd instruction. As many 
successive rd instructions are necessary as there are words to 
be read from tapeu Any number of instructions other than in
out instructions may precede each rdo 
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Reading word-by-word by the block-transfer instruction. A bi 
instruction may take the place of a series of rd instructions. The 
address of the bi must be the initial address of the block of registers 
in ES to which the words will be transferred, and + n, the number of words 
to be read, must be stored times 2-l ? in AC. The time required to execute 
the block transfer is the same as the total time required to perform the 
rd instructions it replaces. Any se'quence of rd and bi instructions may 
fOllow a single s1. 

Zerocolength block transfer on bi. The use of a bi instruction 
calling for the transfer of a block zero words in length will result 
in one word being read but not transferred. The reading of the word 
actually is initiated by the preceding s1 instruction, hence one word is 
already read by the t1me the bi is ready to be performed. If the bi 
calls for the transfer of no WOrds, the word already read is simplY
discarded. 

si addresses for the mechanical reader. The si addresses for the 
mechanical tape reader (Flexowriter Input Unit #Q)connected in "normal" 
fashion are as follows: 

line""by-line: . 

word-by-word: 

PHarOELECTRIC TAPE READER 

si 200 (octal) or 5i 128 (decimal) 

si 202 (octal) or si 130 (decimal) 

Action of the photoelectric reader. The photoelectric tape reader, 
abbreviated hereafter "PETR,ft ~reads" the 6-digit binary combination punched 
in a line of paper tape and transmits it to the right-hand six digit places 
of lOR. In the line-by-line mode, each reading operation reads one line of 
tape and forms a word of which the left-hand ten digits are zero and the 
right-hand six digits correspond to the binary combination punched in the 
tape. In the word=by-word mode, e?-ch reading operation reads three lines of 
tape and assembles (by successive shifts l'eft in lOR) a 16-digit word froin 
the digits punched in the tape in 556 form. PEl'R is a free-running unit; 
that is, it runs free until stopped by an ~ instruction. 

Substitution of mechanical reader for PETR. A,switch will soon be 
available to connect the mechanical reader in place of the PETR whenever 
it is necessary to go instruction-by-instruction in a program which calls 
for the PErRo At other times the mechanical reader will be connected in 
its normal placej with its own selection addresses. 

Programming for line-by-line mode. Programming for reading in the line
by-line mode is as follows: 

si r Starts PETRo Reads the first 6-digit character from tape into the 
right-hand six digits of lOR. This si instruction must not be 
followed by another si without at least one intervening rd or 
bi instruction. - -
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rd-- Transfers contents of lOR to AC, then clears lOR in preparation for 
receiving the next character. The contents of digits 0-9 of AC will be 
zero, and the contents of digits 10-15 of AC will correspond to the 
binary combination read from tape. As many successive rd instructions 
are necessary as there are lines of tape to be read. rr-there are no 
intervening lines of blank tape, a 6-digit character will arrive at lOR 
every 1 milliseconds. The computer must execute an rd instruction often 
enough to extract a word from lOR and clear lOR before the next character 
arrives from the reader; otherwise an in-out alarm will result. Any 
instructions other than in-out instructions may precede each rd. 

si-- Stops the readero Since the reader passes about three-quarters of an 
inch of tape afte;r it has~ been ordered to stop, it should not be 
stopped except where at least one and one-half inches of blank tape 
have been provided, otherwise information~ich coasts by the reading 
head will be lost. Any si instruction which has been assigned a function 
will stop the reader, bUt if the program does not require a specific si . 
instruction, use the unique designation ,81 630 (octal) or si 408 (deCimal). 

Reading line-by-line by block-transfer instruction. A ~ instruction 
may take the place of a series of rd instructions. The address of the bi 
must be the initial address of the~lock of registers in ES to which the
words will be trsnsferred, and:t n, the number of words to be read, must be 
stored times .2-1, in AC o The time required for the block transfer is the 
same as the total time required to perform the rd instructions it replaces. 
Any sequence of ~ and ~ instructions may follOW a single ~. 

Programming for word-by-word mode. Programming for reading in the word
by-word mode is as follows: 

si.r Starts PETRo Reads the next three lines of tape (which must be punched 
- in 556 form) and assembles them into a 16-digit word in rOR. This si 

instruction must not be followed by another si without at least one 
intervening rd or bi instruction. --

rd-- Transfers contents of lOR to AC, then clears lOR in preparation for 
---- receiving the next character. The contents of AC will correspond to 

the l6-digit word originally punched on t ape. As many successive rd 
instructions are necessary as there are words to be read from t ape:-
If there are no intervening lines of blank tape, a 6-digit character 
will arrive in lOR every 7 milliseconds. The computer must execute an 
rd inst~lction often enough to extract a word from lOR and clear lOR 
before the next character arrives from the reader; otherwise an in-out 
alarm will result. Any instructions other than in-out instructions may 
precede each ~. 

si-- stops the reader. Since the reader passes about three-quarters of an 
- inch of tape after it has been ordered to stop , it should not be stopped 

except where at least one and one-half inches of blank tape have been 
prOvided, otherwise information which coasts by the reading head will 
be lost 0 Any si instruction which has been assigned a function will 
stop the reader, but if the program does not require a specific 
si instruction, use the unique designation si 630 (octal) or " 
sr 408 (decimal)o 
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Reading word-by-word by block-transfer instruction. A~ instruction 
may take the place of a series of rd instructions. The address of the bi 
mst be the initial address of theblock of registers in ES to which the 
words will be tr~i5erred, and! n, the number of words to be read, must 
be stored times 2 in AC. The time required for the block transfer is 
the same as the total time required to perform the rd instructions it re
.places. Any sequence of rd and bi instructions ~follow a single si. - - , -

Zero-length block transfer on bi. The use of a ~ instruction cal
ling for the transfer of a block zero words in length will result in one 
word being read but not transferred. The reading of the word actually 
is initiated by the preceding si instruction, hence one word is already 
read by the time the bi is readY to be performed. If the bi calls for 
the transfer of no words, the word already read is simply dTscarded. 

si addresses for the hotoelectric reader. The si addresses for the 
photoelectric reader Flexowriter Input Unit 1) are as follows: 

line-by-line: 

word-by-word: 

si 211 (octal) or si 137 (decimal) 

si 213 (octal) or si 139 (decimal) 

PRINTERS 

Action of the printer. Each character to be printed or machine function 
to be performed (for example, carriage return) requires that the computer 
send to the printer a 6-digit binary character from the left-hand six digit 
places of AC or of a storage register. Each key on the printer is actuated 
by a unique code character. The printer utilizes only 51 of the 64 possible 
code combinations, and it will ignore without consequence the rema1n1ng com
binations. The computer-controlled printers will also ignore the "stop" 
code. 

The Flexowriter Code. The 6-digit code, known as the "FL" Flexowriter 
Code, is assigned arbitrarily by the manufacturer. The code is given in 
the accompanying tables. Table 1 is in alphanumerical sequence and Table 2 
is in numerical sequence of binary code characters. 

Programming for printer operation. The printing of alphanumerical 
characters and the performance of machine functions is accomplished by the 
following sequence of instructions: 

si t 

rc--

Selects the printer deSignated by the address t. The printer will 
remain selected until the next!! instruction Is executed. 

Actuates the printer key corresponding to the 6-digit code character 
contained in digits 0-5 of AC. A time (listed below) equal to that 
required for the printer to respond to the most recent character must 
elapse before the computer can perform the next in-out instruction. 
An rc instruction is required for each character to be printed or ma
chine function to be performed. As many rc instructions as necessary 
m~ be used before the next si instruction. Any number of instruc
tions other than in-out instructions m~ precede each rc. 
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Printing via the block-transfer instruction. If the Flexowriter codes 
for a group of characters to be printed are stored in sequence and in the 
left-hand 6-digit places in a block of consecutive registers, a bo instruc
tion may be substituted for a series of ro instructions. The address of the 
bo must be the initial address of the block of regist!r~' and! n, the num-
ber of registers in the block, must be stored times 2 in AC at the time 
the bo instruction is executed. The time required for the block transfer to 
the printer will be the same as the total time required to execute the rc 
instructions it replaces. Any sequence of rc and bo instructions may fOllow 
a single &. 

Printer response times. The approximate times required for the printer 
to carry out various processes are listed below: 

print any alphanumerical character or 
symbol, space, color change, upper 
and lower case shifts •• ••••••• .135 milliseconds 

back space. • • • ••• • ••••••• .180 milliseconds 

tabulation and carriage return. • _.200 to 900 milliseconds 

si addresses for printers. The si addresses for the printers are as 
follows: UNIT NO.3 NOT YET AVAILABLE 

Flexo Output Unit 11 (Room 222): si 21~ octal or si 141 decimal 
Flexo Output Unit 12: si 22~ octal or si 1~9 decimal 
F1exo Output Unit 13: si 23~ octal or si 157 decimal 

PUNCH 

Action of the punch. Each line of digits to be punched on tape is trans
mitted to the punch from the left-hand 6 digit-places of lOR. In the line
by-line mode, each recording operation punches one line of tape corresponding 
to the contents of digits 0-5 of lOR. In. the word-by-word mode, each re
cording operation punches three lines of tape in 556 form (by successive 
shifts left in lOR) corresponding to the word in lOR. 

Programning for line-bY-line mode. Programming for punching in the 
line-by-line mode is as follows: 

~ Selects the punch, and prepares to punch or suppress the 7th hole, ac
cording to the address p. The punch will remain selected until the 
next !i instruction is executed. 

rc-- Punches in one line on paper tape the 6-digit binary combination cor
responding to the contents of digits 0-5 of AC. The 7th hole position 
is automatically punched, or not, according to the mode determined by 
the most recent si instruction. 93 millisec~ must elapse before the 
computer can perfOrm the next in-out instruction. An rc is required 
for each line of tape to be punched. As many rc instructions as neces
sary may be used before the next si instructioD7 Any number of instruc
tions other than in-out instructions may precede each ~. 
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Punching line-by-line 8Y block-transfer ins~ction. If the characters 
to be punched are stored in sequence and in the left-hand 6 digit-places in 
a block of consecutive storage registers, a bo instruction may be substituted 
for a series of rc instructions. The addressof the bo must be the initial 
address of the block of registets, and ~ n, the number-of registers in the 
block, must be stored times 2-l~ in AC at the time the bo instruction is 
executed. The time required for the block transfer to the punch will be 
the same as the total time required to execute the rc instructions it 
replaces. Any sequence of !£ and ~ instructions may follow a single ~. 

Programming for VIOrd-by:.word mode. Programming for punching in the 
word-by.word mode is as follows: 

rc--

Selects the punch, and prepares to punch or suppress the 7th hole, 
according to the address p. The punch will remain selected until 
the next si instruction is executed. 

Punches in 556 form (in three lines) the 16-digit binary combination 
corresponding to the contents of ACo The 7th hole pOSition is 
automatically punched, or not, according to the mode determined by 
the most recent si instruction. 280 milliseconds must elapse before 
the computer canjperform the next in-out instruction. An rc is 
required for each word to be punched in three lines on tape: As many 
rc ipstructions as necessary may be used before the next si instruction 
Any number of instructions other than in-out instructions:may precede 
each !£. 

Punching word-by ... word by block-transfer instruction. If the words to 
be punc~ed are stored in sequence in a block of consecutive storage 
registers, a bo instruction may be substituted.i'or a series of rc instruc
tions 0 The address of the bo must be the initial address of theblock of 
registers~ and : n, the number of registers in the block, must be stored 
times 2-l~ in AC at the time . the bo instruction is executed. The time 
required for the block transfer ~the punch will be the same as the total 
time required to execute the rcinstructions it replaces. Any sequence 
of !:£ and bo instructions may -.rollow a single 8i. 

si addresses for punch. The si addresses for the punch are as follows: 

line-by-line normal: si 205 (octal) or si 133 (decimal) 

line-by-line, 7th hole suppressed: si 204 (octal) or si 132 (decimal) 

word-by-word, normal: si 207 (octal) or 8i 135 (decimal) 

word-by-word, 7th hole suppressed: si 206 (octal) or si 134 (de cimal) 
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SCOPES 

Selection of scope displays. The computer program will specify by the 
address of the si instruction a particular "scope intenaification line." Any 
scope connected-ro the selected line will display a point on each of the suc
ceeding display instructions. A bank of toggle switches at each scope unit 
permits the connection of the scope to anyone or more of the 16 intensification 
lines. 

Scope deflection. The left-hand 11 digits of AC at the time a display 
instruction is given determine the direction and amount of deflection. The 
positive direction of horizontal deflection is to the right and positive ver
tical deflection is upward. The value 1 - 2-10 or its negative will produce 
the maximum deflection. 

Display of a single point. The display of a single point is programmed 
by the following sequence of instructions: 

si s -

rc--

Selects the scope intensification line designated by the address s. 
Sets the horizontal deflection of all scopes to a value corresponding 
to the contents of digits 0-10 of AC. 

Sets the vertical deflection of all scopes to a value corresponding to 
the contents of digits 0-10 of AC. Intensifies a point on all scopes 
which are connected to the intensification line selected by the above 
si instruction. 100 microseconds'will elapse before the computer per
Torms the next in-out instructi.on. Any ,number of instructions other 
than in-out instructions may precede each re. Each point to be dis
played is programmed in a similar manner. -

Display of vertical lines. The horizontal deflection is set up by any si 
instruction (including those which do not refer to scopes) and remains unchanged 
un til a new si instruction is executed. Similarly, the ver tical defle ction is set 
up by any rc:Lnstruction (while a scope line is selected) and remains unchanged 
until a newrc instruction is ex~cuted. Hence a vertical line may be displayed 
simply by a SIngle si to set the horizontal deflection followed qy a succession 
of r.,Q. instructions to set up the vertical deflections and display the individual 
points on the vertical line. After each rc, 100 microseconds must elapse before 
the computer can perform the next in-out instruction. 
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si addresses for scope lines. 
sification. lines are as follows: 

The !!. addresses designating scope inten-

scope octal decimal scope octal decimal 
line address address line address address 

0 si 600 si 384 8 si 610 si 392 
1 si 601 si 38, 9 si 611 si 393 
2 si 602 si 386 10 si 612 si 394 
3 si 603 si 387 11 si 613 si 395 
4 si 604 si 388 12 8i 614 si 396 , 81 605 s1 389 13 8i 61, si 397 
6 s1 606 81 390 14 81 616 si 398 
7 8i 607 s1 391 15 81 617 8i 399 
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T.ABLI 1. . TBI -FL" FLEIOIRITER CODE 

Alphanumerical ~e9uence 

Lower Upper Charaeter.Decimal Octal Lower Upper Character DeciJlal Octal 
Case Cas.: 12.2,56 Value Value .~ Caae --l23456 Value Value 

a J. 000110 6 6 0 :..10 111110 62 76 
b :s ·110010 50 62 1 1 010101 21 25 
c C 011100 28 34 2 2 0011ll 15 17 
d. D 010010 18 22 3 s 0001ll 7 7 
e E 000010 2 2 4 4- 001011 11 13 
f F 011010 26 32 5 ·5 010011 19 23 
g G 110100 52 64 6 e 011011 27 33 
h H 101000 40 50 7 7 010111 23 27 
1 I 001100 12 14 8 8 000011 3 3 
j J 010110 22· 26· 9 .. 110110 54 66 

k I 011110 30 36 L 00P101 5 5. ,. -
.l. L 100100 36 44 space bar OOlOOO 8 10 

• II 111000 56 70 - . 001001 9 11 ~ 

D I 011000 2..4 .30 -<+ : --/ OC~Ol 1.1 15 
.. 

0 0 110000 48 60 cGlor ehallle 010000 16 20 

p P 101100 44 54 0 ) 010001·· 17 . 21 

q. .Q 10lllO 46 56 , { OllfJal 25 :31 
r R 010100 20 24 -... OlllO1. 29 35 
8. 

" . ·.·8. O.OlO~O 10 12 . 'back apace 100011 35 . 4J 
'I,: • 

t T· 100000 32 40 t.abulat10. 1.00101 37 45 
11 u OOlllO 14 16 carr. return 101001 4J. 51 
.... y llllOO 60 74 . atop 110001 49 61. 
w 1J 100110 38 46 upper ease lllOOl 57. 71. 
:z: I 111010 S8 72 lower cas.e 111101 61 75 

'1 I 101010 42 52 nullit 7 111111 63 77 
z Z 100010 34 42 
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TABLE 2 •. .. ·THZ· '·,FL"FLEIOIiI1'ER CODE 

B1~~Y I~erlcal SeQue~ce 

JlM1jral Oct.1 Cbaract'er Lower Upper' Deciaal Octal Character Lower Upper 
!alue Val'll! 12J,~6 ~~ Value Value 123456 C •• e Case 

0 0 000000 noih;'Psad \ 32 40 . 100000 t .. T 

1 1 000001 not used 33 41 100001 not used 
,;'·2 2 000010 e E 34 42 100010 z Z .. 

.3 .3 000011 8 8 .3.5 43 100011 back "pace 

4 4 000100 not used .36 44 100100 1 L 

5 5 OQOI01 ,37 45 100101 \ I tabulation 
6 ·6 000110 a A 38 46 100110 • 1f 

7 7 000111 .3 s 39 .( 47 100111 not used 
8 10 001000 "pace bar 40 50 101000 h H 

9 11 001001 = , 41 51 101001 carre return 
10 12 001010 s S 42 52 101010. Y Y 

11 1.3 001011 4 " 4.3 53 101011 not used 
12. 14 001100 1 I 44 54 101100 P P 

13 15 001101 + / ·4.5 55 IOllDl . '.'Dot ued 

1.4 16 001110 u U 46 56 101110 q Q 
15 17 001111 2 2 47 57 101111 not used 

16 20 010000 color charee 48 60 110000 0 0 

17 21 010001 e ) 49 61.. llOOOJ. stop 

18 22 010010 d D 50 62 110010 b B 

19 23 010011 5 !5 51 63 110011 not used 
20 24- 010100 r R 52 64 110100 I G 

~~'2l 25 010101 1 1 5.3 65 110101 Dot used 
22 26 010110 j J 54 66 110110 9 • 
2.3 27 010111 7 T 55 67 110111 not used 

.~4 30 011000 n N 56 70 111000 m II 

25' . .31 011001 ( 57 71 111001 upper case 
26 .32 011010 f F 58 72 lllOlO x X 

27 33 011011 6 C!S 59 73 111011 not used 
28 34 I." 011100 c C 60 74 111100 'Y V 

29 .35 011101 61 75 1ll1OI lower case 
30 .36 011110 k K ·62 76 111110 0 0 

31 37 011111 not used 63 77 111111 nullity 
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REFERENCE LIST OF si ADDRESSES 

All of the presently assigned si addresses ar~ listed below in numer-
ical sequence, together with very brief notations of their functions. 

AD = Auxiliary magnetic drum FO == F1exowriter output unit 

ED = Buffer magne tic drum MT == Magnetic tape 
CA = Camera SC == Scope intensification line 

FI == F1exowriter input unit ST == Stop 

Address· Unit Address Unit 
Oct.{Dec.) Class Sere Mode Oct.(Dec.) Class Ser. Mode 

0 (0) ST stop compo 137 (95) MT 3 rcd rev 

1 (1) ST condo stop 200 (128) 
\ 

FI 0 I-by-l 
100 (64) MT 0 rer fwd 202 (130) FI 0 w-by-w 
101 (65) MT 0 rer rev 204 (132) FO 0 1-by-1jsupp 7 
102 (66) MT 0 read fwd 20, (133) FO 0 I-by-l;no sup 
103 (67) MT 0 read rev 206 (134) FO 0 w-by-w;supp 7 
106 (70) MT 0 rcd fwd 207 (135) FO 0 w-by-w;no sup 
107 (71) MT 0 red rev 211 (137) FI 1 1-by-l 
110 (72) MT 1 rer fwd 213 (139) FI 1 w-by-w 
111 (73) MT 1 rer rev 21, (141) FO 1 
112 (74) MT 1 read fwd 220 (144) FI 2 1-by-l 
113 (75) MT 1 read rev 221 (145) FI 2 b-by-l 
116 (78) MT 1 rec fwd 222 (146) FI 2 w-by-w 
117 (79) MT 1 rec rev 223 (147) FI 2 b-by-w 
120 (80) MT 2 rer fwd 22, (149) FO 2 
121 (Bl) MT 2 rer rev 230 (152) FI 3 I-by-l 
122 (82) MT 2 read fwd 231 (153) FI 3 b-by-1 
123 (83) MT 2 read rev 232 (154) FI 3 w-by-w 
126 (86) MT 2 rcd fwd 233 (ISS) FI 3 b-by-w 

127 (87) MT 2 red rev 23, (157) FO 3 
130 (88) MT 3 rer fwd 500 (320) CA 

131 (89) MT 3 rer rev 600 (384) SC 0 

132 (90) MT 3 read fwd 601 (385) SC 1 

133 (91) MT 3 read rev 602 (386) SC 2 

136 (94) MT 3 red fwd 603 (387) SC 3 
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Address Unit Address Unit 
Octo{Deeo~ Class Ser. Mode Oct.(Dec.) Class Ser. Mode 

604 (388) se 4 617 (399) se 15 

605 (389) so .5 630 (408) ST unit stop 

606 (390) se 6 700 (448) AD rd: -

607 (391) SC 7 701 (449) AD rd: new gp 

610 (392) se 8 702 (450) AD rd: newaddr 

611 (393) se 9 703 (451) AD rd: gp& addr 

612 (394) se 10 704 (452) AD rc: -
613 (395) se 11 705 (453) AD rc: new gp 

614 (396) se 12 706 (454) AD rc: newaddr 

615 (397) se 13 707 (455) AD rc: gp&. addr 

616 (398) se 14 

REFERENCES 

Further details concerning the WWT system may be found in the following 
documents: 

E-466 
E-469 
E-473 
E-479 
E-482 
E-499 

Operation of the In-out Element 
Display Facilities :Ln the Final In-out System 
Input Program, September, 1952 
Basic Conversion Program, September, 1952 
Operation of Magnetic Tape Units 
Operation of Block Transfer Orders 

M-1516 Use of the Interim Magnetic Tape Print-out Equipment 
M-1591 Special Input Program, T-2000 
M-1624-1 Short Guide to Coding and Whirlwind I Operation Code 

R-121-1 Whirlwind I Block Diagrams 
R-180 Functional Description of the Whirlwind I Computer 
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